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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0355276A1] The invention relates to a connecting part which can be fitted on a plugging panel. This connecting part has a base body
in which terminal contacts extending to a terminal side are provided, which terminal contacts are connected at their rear end, facing away from the
terminal side, to a filter array device. The base body is surrounded by a housing which has a mounting flange which, in the installed state of the
connecting part, passes through an opening of the plugging panel and is fastened thereto. Furthermore, a ground spring ring is provided thereon
which, in the installation state of the connecting part, touches the filter array device, the housing jacket and the mounting flange. To permit a simpler
wiring of the rear ends of the terminal contacts, without the connection cable having to be pulled through the opening in the plugging panel, the
housing is designed in at least two parts, with the mounting flange (10) and the housing jacket (9) as a separate part in each case, the mounting
flange (10) having an insertion opening matched to the external circumference of the housing jacket (9). An inwardly projecting ring shoulder (12)
is arranged in the insertion opening, while an outwardly projecting stop shoulder (17), matched to the ring shoulder (12) in the insertion opening,
is arranged at the rear end of the housing jacket (9). The stop shoulder has an end face (18) facing the ring shoulder (12), to which end face the
ground spring ring (24) extends, there being located on the housing jacket (9) before the stop shoulder (17) in insertion direction (E) an external
thread (22) which fits together with the internal thread of a fastening nut (23) supported opposite the mounting flange (10). <IMAGE>
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